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ABSTRACT  

We have successfully fabricated nanocomposite, which is composed of polyaniline (PAni) and pyrene butyric acid 
(Pyba) via solvent shift method, and the outer layer was enclosed by Tween 80 as a surfactant. First of all, the various 
ratios between PAni and Pyba were applied for synthesis of polyaniline nanocomposite, and an identical condition for 
exhibition of proper absorbance and fluorescence properties was found out. The morphology of polyaniline 
nanocomposite was confirmed via scanning electron microscopic imaging and hydrodynamic size was also confirmed by 
dynamic light scattering method. We demonstrated that confined self-doped polyaniline nanocomposite as a pH sensing 
agent are preserved in the doped state even at a neutral pH value. Especially, PAni exhibited strong convertible property 
at absorbance spectra, on the other hand, Pyba showed changing property at fluorescence spectra at various pH values. In 
conclude, this polyaniline nanocomposite can accomplish as a fine nanoagent expressing absorbance and fluorescence 
properties according to surrounding pH values.   
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cancer cells possess an intrinsic feature that having a lower extracellular pH than normal cells.1–3 This low extracellular 
pH can be explained by Warburg effect that caused by alterations either in acid export from the cancer cells or in 
clearance of extracellular acid.4 To measure the extracellular pH of cancer cells, some methods have been carried out for 
recent years. For example, one of the traditional measurement methods is based on pH-meter using microelectrode. The 
microelectrode measurements of cancer pH appeared to confirm that pH of cancer cells was low. This method, however, 
has one major limitation, that is, the microelectrode method is an invasive method. Another method is magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy (MRS) that providing simple, non-invasive manners of sensing the extracellular pH values.5 31P 
MRS was firstly introduced for the research of cancers in situ, and cancer cells appeared to have low extracellular pH 
values.6 Recently, 13C MRS techniques have demonstrated a pH value in vivo imaging of tissue from the ratio of the 
signal intensities of H13CO3

- and 13CO2.7 Despite these efforts, the pH measurements using MRS could only estimate the 
hydrogen concentrations, not directly indicate the specific targeting site of cancer cells for nanoprobes. 

On the other hands, over the past decades, a large number of well-designed and well-fabricated novel materials made a 
significant advancement in biosensor technology.8–12 These new materials have been used in a wide range of biosensing 
techniques and provide an especially useful platform. The newly developed methods have shown great advantage over 
conventional assays, particularly in respect to sensitivity, selectivity, and practicality.13 Among them, multimodal optical 
nanoprobes have attracted much attentions because of its ability for multi-sensing of various analytes.14  

Herein, we suggest the use of multimodal PAni and Pyba nanocomposites, which consist of PAni that function as 
colorimetric probing agents, and Pyba acts as fluorescent signal agents. To synthesize water-soluble nanoprobes, the 
mixture of PAni and Pyba was coated with Tween 80, called as Tween80-coated PAni mixed Pyba (TPAba). The 
absorbance and fluorescence properties of TPAba were tuned by feeding amounts of Pyba in synthetic process of TPAba. 
An ideal condition acts as bi-functional (colorimetric and fluorescence) optical nanoprobe for TPAba was also confirmed 
in various synthetic conditions. Finally, the synthesized TPAba shows the color changes with changing pH conditions as 
an original characteristic of PAni.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Materials 

Polyaniline MW ~5,000, 1-pyrenebutyric acid and Tween 80 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co (USA). 
1-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP) was purchased from Dae-Jung chemicals & metals (KOREA). All other chemicals and 
reagents were analytical grade. Ultrapure deionized (DI) water was used for all of the synthetic processes.

2.2 Synthesis of Tween80-coated polyaniline (TPAni) 

TPAni nanoparticles were prepared according to a previously published nano-precipitation method with some 
modifications.15 First, 5 mg of PAni was dissolved in 4 ml NMP and added to 30 ml of DI water containing 100 mg of 
Tween 80. The mixture was vigorously stirred at room temperature for 4 hours. After the reaction, TPAni nanoparticles 
were dialyzed for 48 hours (MWCO: 3,500 Da Spectra/Por® 6, SPECTRUM® LABORATORIES, INC) to remove 
excess impurities and filtered by centrifugation using a Centricon filter (MW cutoff: 3000 Da) for 2 h at 3000 rpm. 

2.3 Synthesis of Tween 80-coated polyaniline mixed 1-pyrenebutyric acid (TPAba) 

12.5 mg of PAni and 5.39 mg of Pyba were dissolved in 4 mL of NMP. The dissolved solution was added into 30 mL of 
DI water solution including 100 mg of Tween 80. The mixed solution was vigorously stirred at room temperature for 4 
hours. Next, the product was dialyzed using dialysis membrane (MWCO: 3,500 Da Spectra/Por® 6, SPECTRUM® 
LABORATORIES, INC) for 48 hours to remove excess impurities and filtered by centrifugation using a Centricon filter 
(MWCO: 3,000 Da) for 2 hours at 3,000 rpm. 

2.4 Characterization of TPAba 

After synthesis of TPAba, the absorbance of TPAba was analyzed UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV-1800, Shimadzu Co), 
and fluorescence spectra was obtained from spectrofluorometer (FP6500, Jasco). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Synthesis and optical characterization of TPAba  

TPAba nanocomposites were synthesized according to a previously published nano-precipitation method with some 
modifications as mentioned earlier.15 Here, TPAni nanoparticles without Pyba were used as a control group. As shown in 
Fig. 1a, emeraldine base (EB) state (at low value of pH, pH < 2) of TPAni nanoparticles have clear absorbance peak at 
approximately 600 nm. The absorbance peak at 600 nm is attributed to excitation from the highest occupied molecular 
orbital of the three-ring benzenoid part of the PAni to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of localized quinoid ring 
and the two surrounding imine nitrogen in EB state of PAni.16 On the other hands, in emeraldine salt (ES) state (at high 
value of pH, pH > 2), a strong peak was observed at approximately 800 nm. This result shows that TPAni nanoparticles 
were in ES state, as indicated by the presence of the polaron bands transitions as well as π- π* transition of the benzenoid 
rings at approximately 800 nm.17 Moreover, feeding amounts of 5.39 mg of Pyba resulted in TPAba nanocomposites 
absorbance spectra that were obviously different than the composites prepared in the absence of Pyba. First of all, there 
are two shoulders in visible region (600 and 700 nm) for EB state, however, in ES state, there are one small peak 
approximately at 600 nm and the absorbance gradually increased to 1,000 nm. These results show that these TPAba 
nanocomposites were in the doped ES state, as indicated by the presence of polaron bands at about 800–900 nm.18 In 
general, it is well known that doping and dedoping state of PAni can be controlled by various dopants, such as strong 
acids, Lewis acids, transition metals, and alkali ions.19,20 Moreover, these differences between doping and dedoping 
states of PAni induce the difference in electronic band gap for each state of PAni, and also affect the changes in the 
absorbance spectrum of PAni.20 In these experiment sets, Pyba acts as a localized dopant in confined nanocomposite 
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structure. In addition to absorbance property, fluorescence property was also observed for TPAba nanocomposites (Fig. 
1b). For the TPAni, the fluorescent emission was not observed, but, in the case of the TPAba nanocomposites, the 
fluorescent spectra are obviously shown. In the EB state for TPAba nanocomposites, there are only monomer emission 
peak, however, in the ES state for TPAba nanocomposites, both monomer and excimer emission peaks of Pyba are 
shown. These results indicate that pyrene molecules are brought into close proximity within confined nanostructure to 
allow strong π-π interactions, leading to show excimer emission in ES state for TPAba nanocomposites.21 Collectively, 
these results suggest that TPAba nanocomposites are successfully synthesized and Pyba is acted as a dopant in confined 
nanostructure for PAni as well as can functioned for fluorescent agent as varying the chemical states of PAni.  

3.2 Assessment of bi-functional property of TPAba 

To find an ideal condition for TPAba as a bi-functional optical nanoprobes, the synthetic conditions are adjusted as 
varying the feeding amounts of Pyba (Table 1). The color of solutions containing TPAba nanocomposites are shown in 
Fig. 2a, and its absorbance spectra are also shown in Fig. 2b. Especially, as shown in Fig. 2c, fluorescent spectra are 
definitely distinguished according to feeding amounts of Pyba in ES state for TPAba nanocomposites. In the case of the 
5.39 mg of Pyba in TPAba nanocomposites, the excimer emission peak of Pyba is the strongest in the all synthetic 
conditions.  

3.3 pH sensing by TPAba 

To investigate the pH sensing capability for TPAba nanocomposites, TPAba nanocomposites were suspended in various 
pH solutions from pH 1 to 10. The color changes of TPAba nanocomposites caused by protonation were characterized in 
detail. As shown in Fig. 3(a), pH variation has a clear colorimetric effect on the optical properties for TPAba 
nanocomposites. TPAba nanocomposites exhibited a green color at pH 5 and 6 and a trace of green remained present 
even at pH 8 and 9. At last, in pH 10, the color of the solution containing TPAba nanocomposites is changed to blue 
color. Fig. 3b shows the absorbance spectra of TPAba nanocomposites. The band at 800–1,000 nm due to the presence of 
a polaron of PAni was still present even at pH 3 or 4. These absorbance results indicate that TPAba nanocomposites 
existed in a semi-doped or intermediate state at neutral pH. Furthermore, fluorescent spectra are also changed as varying 
the surrounding pH values (Fig. 3c). The monomer peak of Pyba is decreased as decreasing the pH values, on the other 
hands, the excimer peak of Pyba is increased as decreasing the pH values because of strong π-π interactions by Pyba.  

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have successfully fabricated nanocomposite, which is composed of PAni and Pyba via nano-
precipitation method, and the outer layer was enclosed by Tween 80 as a surfactant. First of all, the various ratios 
between PAni and Pyba were applied for synthesis of TPAba nanocomposite, and an identical condition for exhibition of 
proper absorbance and fluorescence properties was found out. We demonstrated that confined self-doped polyaniline 
nanocomposite as a pH sensing agent are preserved in the doped state even at a neutral pH value. Especially, PAni 
exhibited strong convertible property at absorbance spectra, on the other hand, Pyba showed changing property at 
fluorescence spectra at various pH values. In conclude, this TPAba nanocomposite can accomplish as a fine nanoagent 
expressing absorbance and fluorescence properties according to surrounding pH values. 
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Fig. 1. a) Absorbance and b) fluorescence spectra of TPAni and TPAba for EB and ES states, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. a) Photographs, b) absorbance spectra, and c) fluorescence spectra of TPAba at indicated synthetic conditions. The 
synthetic conditions are described at Table 1. 
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Fig. 3. a) A photograph, b) absorbance spectra, and c) fluorescence spectra of TPAba solutions at indicated pH values. An 
inset in c) represents fluorescence spectra range between 450 and 550 nm. 

Table 1.  Synthetic conditions of TPAba. 

Synthetic 
conditions 

Pyba 

(mg) 

PAni 

(mg) 

Tween 80 

(mg) 

NMP 

(mL) 

1 10.80 12.50 100.00 4.00

2 5.39 12.50 100.00 4.00

3 2.70 12.50 100.00 4.00

4 1.35 12.50 100.00 4.00
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